William T. Sanger Lecture

Original purpose: To honor William T. Sanger by supporting lectures or special training in ethics and/or religion on the MCV Campus.

Renewed purpose: To explore ethical issues and emerging trends that affect research, scholarship, and creative expression in our academic environment.
going viral
1918 influenza pandemic

Feb. 19, 2018
Pioneering virologist and alumnus
JEFFERY K. TAUBENBERGER,
who sequenced the genome of the 1918 virus

Register:
go.vcu.edu/sangerseries

Oct. 17, 2018
Noon in the Cabell Lecture Hall
featuring science writer GINA KOLATA
The event will be followed by a book signing.

Register:
go.vcu.edu/sangerseries
Spring 2021

The Institutionalization of Gender Disparities in Science

Cassidy Sugimoto, PhD
Professor of Informatics
Indiana University Ludy School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering

March 18  April 20, 21, 27, 28
Forming Program Committee

• Goal: 1-2 lectures annually

• Funding: ~$9,500 with possible supplementation from Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation and VCU Libraries

• Seeking: 2-3 members of ReDAC to join OVPRI and VCUL members on a Sanger Lecture Program Committee